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However, one goal was to 
eliminate data engineering.
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They are poorly 
served by the current 
modern data stack
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Where the MDS succeeded

A big tent
Can get lots of stakeholders involved

Reduced incidental complexity
● dbt-core, not custom templated SQL
● No one wants to write data movement code

Cloud-native
Reduced fixed cost and better DX
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All this to build a single quality 
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All this to build a single quality 
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searchable metadata

● Seven vendors to negotiate
● Four schedulers to babysit
● Six UIs to operate
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Depends on context!
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Standalone services and tools can

Underserve engineers
Thin APIs, inflexible, hard to automate

Be operationally fragile
Ship with thin, underpowered orchestrators  

Have unpredictable costs
Many vendors, many pricing models, poor visibility



Are standalone services 
the only option?





“Easy” but disconnected tools often end up
quickly creating more complexity
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Escaping the Trap

Builds on the good parts of the 
MDS

A Flexible, Composable Single Pane of Glass 

Single pane of glass for the 
entire data platform
Automation, observability, lineage, data quality, 
and consumption management

Embraces engineering best 
practices

Incremental adoption across 
every stakeholder team

A composable toolkit for data 
engineers





Thank you


